Aziz Ansari’s “Master of None” blends in-your-face
humor with surprising emotional depth
see ARTS AND LIVING / PAGE 5

Tufts heads to Sweet 16 in
NCAA tournament

Men’s cross country performs well at regionals,
earns berth at NCAA National Championship
see SPORTS/ PAGE 11

see SPORTS / BACK PAGE
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BU students organize rally in solidarity with students of color at
Mizzou, drawing attendees from across Boston-area schools
by Sarah Zheng

Executive News Editor

More than 400 people, including Tufts
students, joined the Boston University
(BU) “Blackout: Mizzou We Stand With
You” solidarity rally held last Friday afternoon. The event follows weeks of protest
over escalating racial tensions and threats
of violence toward students of color at the
University of Missouri (Mizzou).
Mizzou made national headlines last
week after the university’s president, Timothy
Wolfe, resigned amid controversy about the
treatment of race and racism on campus.
Student activists, many of whom were members of a group called Concerned Student
1950 — named after the year the university
first began admitting black students — said
their repeated requests for administrators
to investigate allegations of racism had been
ignored. The Mizzou football team boycotted practices and one graduate student,
Jonathan Butler, began a hunger strike, refusing to eat until Wolfe stepped down. The
protests at Mizzou coincide with numerous
similar controversies emerging on college
campuses around the United States.
Around 3 p.m. on Nov. 13, students
marched in from the east and west sides of

the BU campus to congregate at the Marsh
Plaza, chanting phrases such as, “What
do we want? Justice! When do we want it?
Now!” and “M-I-Z-Z-O-U.” Many attendees
wore black to demonstrate their solidarity.
Several students, including transfer student from Mizzou and current BU sophomore Yasmin Younis, spoke to the crowd.
“I am in awe of the support and the solidarity Mizzou has been receiving nationwide,” Younis said. “It’s not just in the
Midwest; it’s not just in Columbia, Missouri.
It’s happening everywhere.’’
BU junior TeAndrea Jackson, who organized the rally with BU junior Grace Kim,
talked about the importance of standing in
solidarity with students facing racism and
threats of violence at Mizzou.
“To the students of color at Mizzou, we,
the students of color at Boston University,
stand with you in solidarity,” she said. “To
students of color — to people of color everywhere — we stand with you.”
Jackson declared that racism at colleges,
including at Mizzou, Howard University and
BU, must end.
“Today we say, ‘Enough is enough,'”
she said. “We live here; we matter.”
According to BU junior Rhyver White,
who helped lead the march to Marsh Plaza,

Alex Knapp / The Tufts Daily

Boston University students and community members rallied in solidarity with students of
color at the University of Missouri on Friday, Nov. 13. Students marched into Marsh Plaza in
two separate groups from the east and west sides of campus.
the hundreds of rally attendees included
students and alumni from BU, Tufts and
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), as well as people affiliated with colleges as far away as Morehouse College in
Atlanta, GA. At press time, Tufts students
who attended the rally either declined or
did not respond to requests for comment
for this article.

“I’m in awe at the turnout,” White said.
“This isn’t the first time that we’ve had
something like this at BU in regards to race
relations and race issues in America, and I
don’t think that it’s ever been as successful
as this. A lot of people walked out of class
and came to this, so that’s something that
see MIZZOU, page 2

African Student Organization hosts annual Break the Stage competition
by Roy Yang
News Editor

Evan Sayles / Evan Sayles Photography

African Dance Collective performs the Parade of Nations in Cohen Auditorium on Feb. 28. The
group also performed in the annual Break the Stage competition, held on Saturday, Nov. 7.
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The African Student Organization (ASO)
hosted its 12th annual Break the Stage
step competition for step dance teams
from colleges across New England on Nov.
7 in Cohen Auditorium.
Over 450 tickets were sold for the event,
and many people had to be turned away
at the door, according to junior Janeth
Jepkogei, vice president of ASO.
The event featured performances
from Tufts dance groups such as ENVY,
BlackOut and the African Dance Collective
(ADC), in addition to the competition
between five non-Tufts step dance teams
from Northeastern University, Boson
College (BC), Bentley University and
Brown University. Females Incorporating
Sisterhood Through Step (FISTS), a dance
team from BC, won first place in the
competition, according to ASO President
Sopuruchukwu Ezenwa.
During the competition, teams
were judged based on precision, creativity and complexity of dance and audience reaction, according to Ezenwa. He
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added that in addition to judging dancing
skills, the three judges, who were not affiliated with Tufts, asked teams to put on
drama skits and incorporate entertainment
through vocalizations.
“People don’t just go there to dance;
people go there to entertain,” Ezenwa, a
sophomore, said. “You see mini dramas,
people performing skits while they are
step dancing, [because] it’s all part of the
step-dancing culture. You don’t see a team
just dancing the whole time, because they
dance, they talk, they make fun of their
members and laugh, and that’s why teams
get points for vocal clarity as well. It’s all
part of the show, with a lot of interaction
with the audience.”
ENVY, Tufts’ all-female step team,
opened the show, and BlackOut, the
all-male step team from Tufts, closed
it, Ezenwa said. He said this decision served
as a way to bring the audience together.
Ezenwa added that this year’s Break the
Stage event was a success due to a variety
of factors, including successful organization
by the many groups involved in planning it.
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Tufts students among attendees at BU solidarity rally for Mizzou
MIZZOU

continued from page 1
I’m really proud [of].”
Jackson explained that she decided to
organize the rally to unify people against the
racism at Mizzou and elsewhere.
“When I planned this event, it [was] to
show students who were feeling the pain
and strife of recent events…that they weren’t
alone,” she said. “There have been people
who’ve said, you know, you should get over
it, [that] it’s not that big a deal … But it is a
big deal, and it continues to be a big deal
that racial discrimination and racial prejudice is still rampant in this country.”
Jackson said she was heartened by the
number of people who attended the rally
and by the support and solidarity from people all over the country.
“We can’t quit, and I was so damn proud
of all the people who felt the same way,
who just needed an event to unite us all on
the same front, and just so happy that so
many people came and showed their support even [if] they weren’t here,” she said.
“I have friends from home, people from all
over the country, who are saying, ‘I’m wearing black, and I’m thinking of you, and I’m
praying for you.'”
Following the rally at the plaza, rally
attendees gathered at BU’s Howard
Thurman Center for Common Ground to
discuss systemic racism in relation to the
events at Mizzou.
“The discussion [was] mostly to talk about
the system and how it works, or how it hasn’t
been working,” Jackson said. “What’s happening in Missouri needs to be talked about
and it is being talked about, but we need to
know about what’s going on in the everyday
classroom — how BU has three percent black
students, so nine times out of 10 you’re the
only black student in that class. And we need
to talk about how, even though we have been
integrated, we still feel marginalized.”
Boston Police Department (BPD) and
Boston University Police Department
(BUPD) officers were present throughout
the duration of the rally. Jackson said she
had called on police to be on duty after she
and others received threats.
“We asked for the police to be here
because when we have events like this, there
is always a possibility that there will be
counter-protestors, and there is always the
possibility that there will be violent counter-protestors,” she said. “We’ve had several
threats, even [Friday] morning, and so the
police were here for us, to protect us.”

These threats are not the first instance of
interference at BU solidarity events concerning race. This past summer, preceding a vigil
to honor the nine people killed in a June 17
racially motivated shooting in a Charleston,
S.C. church, an unknown person put up
posters in support of the killer, Dylann Roof.
The posters, hung up around campus, said
“I Support Roof.”
Jackson said she was happy that no counter-protestors were present at Friday’s rally.
“It just makes me so happy that none
of that happened today because…this not
about politics,” she said. “This is solely
about solidarity and unity and showing the
people all over the country…that we are
here and [that] we will continue this fight
and we will link our arms and we will walk
beside you.”
Earlier that week, on Nov. 11, Tufts students
hosted their own solidarity event. Students
gathered in the Crane Room for a conversation about the circumstances at Mizzou
and about the silencing of black voices at
institutions of higher education. According
to the Facebook event, titled “REAL TALK:
#TuftsWithMizzou,” the conversation organizers — seven Tufts students — planned to
draft a letter to students at Mizzou. At press
time, the organizers had not released a public
comment about the event.
“How do we support one another?” the
event description read. “How do we support
the students at Mizzou going through this?
What does our resistance look like on our
own campus? Come have an open conversation about how our voices and our presence on and off this campus is constantly
silenced in these institutions and how what
is happening in Mizzou could easily happen
to us, right here at Tufts.”
Two days later — the day of the rally —
University President Anthony Monaco sent
an email to the Tufts community to
address the impact of the Mizzou protests
at Tufts. Monaco wrote that the state of
affairs at Mizzou showed that colleges must
demonstrate their dedication to furthering
inclusion and diversity on campus.
“I ask that each of us do our part in creating
a university where people of diverse backgrounds do not just coexist, but thrive and
learn with and from one another,” he wrote.
Monaco said overt and subtle expressions
of racism that have affected students on campus reflect deeper racial tensions in the country. He added that he, with the university, has
worked to make campus a more diverse and
inclusive environment, using the President’s

Council on Diversity and the 2013 Diversity
Report it produced to take informed steps
toward improving campus climate, such
as hiring the new Chief Diversity Officer Mark
Brimhall-Vargas earlier this year.
“As a community, we must stand together
against such [racist] behavior; we must support students who are targeted by bigotry and
ignorance; and we must all continue to have
regular, frank, and difficult discourse about
issues of race and power through our academic and community activities,” he wrote.
At the BU rally, White said he hopes the
demonstration will promote more conversations about racism at BU and around
the nation.
“I think it’s just another step toward, hopefully, a bigger, larger conversation that our
president can get involved in and other people
of higher power can get involved in,” she said.
Gina Physic, who recently earned her
masters degree at BU, said that it was
empowering to see so many people of color
coming together in support of Mizzou.
“You have the opportunity to take the
reins and take charge in a way in 2015 that
matters just like it did [during the civil rights
movement], and so that’s why for me it’s a
very big deal to make sure that I’m present
and that I’m active,” she said. “Making sure
that the people who are trying to be on the
right side of history can do that is a really big
thing for me.”
Derrick Monteiro, a BU sophomore, said
that while he felt the rally was successful, he
hopes that more conversations and tangible
changes will follow it.
“Race isn’t something that’s talked about
enough,” he said. “[What happened in
Mizzou], I think it’s disgusting.”
Kembo Matungulu, a BU junior,
said people often disregard and invalidate
the hardships that black people face by
arguing, for example, that an “all lives matter” focus should replace the “Black Lives
Matter” movement.
“No one wants to check their privilege,”
she said. “You don’t know what we [as black
people] have been through.”
White added that the rally came at a
pivotal time.
“This happened at another university,
but at the same time…we deal with being
silenced here, and it’s not gonna happen
here,” she said. “We’re not going to continue
to allow it to happen here … Everyone talks
about how they wish that they could’ve been
a part of the civil rights movement…and the
time really is now.”

Step dance teams perform and compete at Break the Stage
BREAK THE STAGE

continued from page 1
“This year’s event went really well,”
he said. “I was really happy because I felt
the audience was really enjoying the show,
and the emcees were really entertaining.
The flow was great, and we didn’t have any
technical difficulties during the show.”
Jepkogei said preparations for the competition began during the summer and
spanned more than four months. She
believes that Break the Stage is an important way to celebrate African culture — not
only for students, but also for the alumni
and families who attend.
“I feel like it’s a representation of
African culture,” Jepkogei said. “It also
helps [people] appreciate something that
goes all the way back to slavery and the
apartheid movement in South Africa, and
it brings [these issues] to today. That’s
important, to let people know what they
went through and what our ancestors
went through.”

Ryan Leung, second-year senior captain of BlackOut, said the event is extremely important for his team, and especially for
new members.
“For us, it is always an honor and pleasure to be the final performance of Break
the Stage,” Leung, a senior, told the Daily
in an email. “Cohen is our ‘home field,’
and Break the Stage is the only step competition hosted at Tufts, so to be given
the opportunity to close the show means
a lot to us as a team. Additionally, Break
the Stage is often the first time our newest
members perform on stage with the rest of
the team, really making this night a special
one for us.”
Jared Smith, senior captain of
BlackOut, said Break the Stage was a great
way to showcase talent in front of a buzzing and supportive home crowd.
“It feels amazing to walk on stage and
hear your name called and instantly know
this show will be killer,” Smith, a senior,
told the Daily in an email. “Through this

environment, we all give our best … It
really is [a] one-of-a-kind feeling to perform at Tufts.”
Smith added that the level of skill and
creativity from the step teams this year was
especially high.
“From a performer’s perspective, it is
always nice to see other teams pushing the
boundaries of this art form,” he said. “It
encourages us to do the same.”
Jepkogei said the success of this year’s
Break the Stage went beyond entertainment, since it also prompted members of
the audience to educate themselves about
the history of step dancing and the communities from which it originates.
“I was sitting and watching, and I felt
so happy because everything was working and running so smoothly,” Jepkogei
said. “After such enjoyable performances,
it even prompts you to look up what step
dancing is, what it means to these peoples.
It informs people what step is and puts this
idea forward for them to look it up.”
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Distinguished Speaker Series hosts
‘Women in Politics’ panel event
by Hannah Uebele
Staff Writer

Local politicians spoke at a panel
event on women’s leadership in politics as a part of the Tisch College
Distinguished Speaker Series in the
Alumnae Lounge Thursday evening.
The Nov. 12 public event, titled
“Women in Politics,” was hosted by the
Jonathan M. Tisch College of Citizenship
and Public Service. It featured a panel
that included participants from a range of
levels of government: U.S. Representative
Katherine Clark, Republican state legislator Keiko Orrall and Boston City Council
member Ayanna Pressley. The panel was
moderated by Boston Globe columnist
Yvonne Abraham.
Clark serves as the U.S. Congresswoman
for Massachusetts’ 5th district, representing 24 cities and towns — including the
area of Tufts’ Medford campus — since
2013. Pressley has served on the Boston
City Council since 2009, when she became
the first woman of color ever elected to the
Council. Orrall is the first Asian American
woman to be elected to the Massachusetts
House of Representatives, representing
the 12th Bristol district.
When Abraham asked the panelists
how they all decided to run for office, all
three said they never thought at first to
run, let alone win.
Pressley said she started off working
behind the scenes in government and that
when people first approached her to run
for office, she declined to do so.
“I said, ‘Absolutely not,’ but I think, as is
the case for many women, I had very legitimate reasons [for not wanting to run],” she
said. “But the largest reason was fear. I didn’t
feel I was qualified, which is ludicrous.”
Clark responded to the question by
saying that part of what inspired her to
run for office was the lack of representation of women in political office.

“I never thought I would run for political office, but once I got going interacting with the legislature, there was this
moment that you [realize] that there aren’t
many women,” she said. “We need different perspectives to really make our commonwealth and representation strong, so
when the seat opened, I really jumped at
that chance.”
All three women spoke about the
importance of having role models and
strong support systems in place to encourage other women on the path toward
careers in government. Orrall said she
never saw herself in a leadership position
until a role model showed her not only
that she could lead, but how to lead.
“Entering college, I did not see myself
as a leader…[until] my friend said to me
one day, ‘Why don’t you run for class
president?’ she said. “And as part of asking women to run, I think it’s important
to show them how to run, and my friend
showed me how to run and gave me a
sense of empowerment. With that one
position, it became clear to me that I had
something to offer.”
Clark echoed the importance of female
role models in politics.
“The idea that I would ever be able to
stand up in the Congress of the United
States is just so far from what I envisioned
of myself, but we’re lucky to have role
models; it makes a difference to have that
kind of support,” Clark said.
When asked about the women currently running in the 2016 presidential
election, the panelists spoke about about
how women face far more criticism for
their appearances during campaigns
than men do.
“The way [Carly Fiorina] is covered
is not fair, and that is the same with
Hillary Clinton,” Clark said. “It’s just
very different coverage for women candidates. We have to be vigilant I think
as women; we can disagree about the

issues, but our hairstyle and shapes of
our bodies should not be what the main
topic is … You just don’t see men covered that way.”
Orrall added that women and men
feel different effects of media coverage
during their campaigns.
“I think it’s important to communicate
who you are on a campaign,” she said.
“It’s different for women because you just
assume men are going to be strong. I think
that’s what the stereotype is, and we’re
overcoming stereotypes as women.”
The panel also offered advice to women
looking to get into politics, and to people
wishing to support more women in governmental roles.
Pressley said it is important to have
intention and authenticity when running
for office, rather than just focusing on how
to get a certain position.
“I think intention matters, and
although the seeds of political aspiration
were planted for me very early, I think it’s
important that you crystalize what is your
purpose,” she said. “I want you to be committed to building yourself up so that you
can build your community up.”
Clark explained that women should
support other women running for office.
“Ask other women to run as well, and
make sure you keep asking, because sometimes it’s something you never would see
in yourself,” she said. “We bring different perspectives, and that’s important. We
need that input.”
Orrall added that she hopes there will
be a day when she can look out into the
crowd of people involved in politics and
see great diversity.
“Women in Politics” was the last
Distinguished Speaker Series event of the
fall semester. The series aims to engage the
Tufts community with discussions from
leaders in multiple fields. Tisch College
is planning future events for the spring
semester.

Alex Knapp / The Tufts Daily

Tisch College of Citizenship and Public Service hosted its final Distinguished Speaker Series event of the fall semester, “Women in Politics,” on
Thursday, Nov. 12. The participants included, from left: Boston City Councilor Ayanna Pressley, U.S. Representative Katherine Clark (D-Mass.)
and Massachusetts State Representative Keiko Orrall.

Clara Wagner
To Life, Sincerely Clara

An open letter
to my Everywhere-Buddy

D

ear Everywhere-Buddy,
You are that person that I see
everywhere. You’re the one who’s
always holding the door for me
when I walk out of my dorm, the one who
I pass at least once on any given day, the
one who seems to always eat in the same
dining hall as I do on the same day at
the same time. You’re good about saying
“thank you,” seem to have a nice group of
friends and you even stooped down once
to pick up my I.D. when I dropped it swiping into Carm. I’ll admit, if there’s got to be
someone who crops up randomly and constantly in my life, I don’t mind it being you.
I have two questions. First, are you
aware of how often our paths cross? If you
are, I promise I’m not stalking you, and if
you aren’t, then I’m slightly offended that
you’ve been able to not notice all of our
path-crossing. Second, should I say something to you? I’ve thought about it more
than once, but so far I haven’t thought
of anything that doesn’t come across as
super creepy and/or awkward.
But I am curious to meet you. I wonder
where you’re from and what kind of classes you’re taking and how your year is going
and what your favorite flavor of ice cream
is. It’s funny — the world is mysteriously
filled with people we’re familiar with but
whom we don’t know: that old couple
you grew up next to, the kid who’s in a
few of your classes this year, the person
you work with but haven’t ever really had
a conversation with. I think these people
are fascinating. We know them by particular traits — their meticulous lawn tending,
the fact that they always raise their hand,
their nose piercing. These understandings
are completely surface-level, but I wonder how much familiar-strangers actually
know about each other.
On one hand, our assumptions about
each other could be completely, utterly
off-base. But on the other hand, maybe
the vibes we pick up and the assumptions we’ve made aren’t too far off, after
all. Maybe there’s a kind of way to know
someone that you develop just by being
around them enough, regardless of
whether you’ve ever shared a conversation
or not. Either way, these people who we
know only as familiar entities are treasure
troves waiting to be discovered. Whether
or not we think we’ll like these people, I
think it’s still worth the effort to try and
see what’s underneath the observable.
Maybe the old couple next door have
had amazing adventures, maybe the kid
in your class is an impressive trombone
player, maybe that person you work with
is a potential new best friend. Or maybe
not — but we can’t know for sure if we
simply allow ourselves to continue to exist
in proximity to them.
So, Everywhere-Buddy, I’m going to try
to talk to you. Please don’t think I’m too
weird, and sorry in advance for my social
awkwardness. In the meantime, I’ll see
you around!
Sincerely,
That girl you run into everywhere
(Clara Wagner)
Clara Wagner is a first-year who has
not yet declared a major. She can be
reached at clara.wagner@tufts.edu.
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Maya Blackstone
A Semester of Netflix

TV Review

We are all a ‘Parks
and Recreation’
character

S
K.C. Bailey / Netflix

Noel Wells and Aziz Ansari in the Netflix original series “Master of None.”

‘Master of None’ balances reflection with comedy
by Merilla Michael
Assistant Arts Editor

Actor and comedian Aziz Ansari, known
primarily for his role as Tom Haverford in
“Parks and Recreation” (2009-2015) and
for his standup comedy career, reaches
a broad audience with his humor and
unique, enjoyable nature. Now, Ansari has
his own Netflix television series, which
premiered on Nov. 6.
A show by one of the funniest and wellknown comedians is, inherently, held to the
highest standard — and Ansari does not disappoint. “Master of None” follows 30-year-

old Dev (Ansari), as he navigates life in
New York as he works toward a career in
acting. Viewers meet his friends, romantic
interests and family and get a glimpse into
the awkward, albeit entertaining, life that
Dev leads. The first half-hour episode, titled
“Plan B,” opens with Dev and his romantic
interest, Rachel (Noël Wells) in the middle
of coitus when the condom breaks. They
proceed to both take out their smartphones
and argue as to whether or not the broken
condom is a big deal, pulling up web pages
and comparing notes. The scene is realistically awkward, which isn’t something viewers often get to see on television.

This scene sets the tone for the rest of
the episode, in which Dev, after bumping
into an old hookup who now has a child,
wonders whether he wants children or
not. He babysits two children for the day
as a favor to his friend, and they are, frankly, terrors. Dev realizes quite quickly that
he is not — at least now — dad material.
This first episode briefly introduces viewers to Dev’s circle of friends and his personality. It’s clear from this first episode
that, although much of the humor is loud
and in your face, the show incorporates a
see Ansari, page 6

Album Review

A Tribe Called Quest reissues debut album 25
years later
by Ascher Kulich

Assistant Arts Editor

One of hip-hop’s most iconic and
beloved groups, A Tribe Called Quest
(ATCQ), has been relatively quiet since
it split up in 1998 after the release of
its fifth and final album, “The Love
Movement” (1998). New York-born
Q-Tip, Phife Dawg, Jarobi White and
Ali Shaheed Muhammad formed the
now-legendary outfit in 1985, and
released their first record, “People’s
Instinctive Travels and the Paths of
Rhythm” in 1990. A Tribe Called Quest
is defined by its conscious rapping and
jazz-centric beats, as Q-Tip and Phife
Dawg often trade lines, slinging bars
about peace, love and juvenile camaraderie.
(A brief aside: ATCQ headlined
Tufts’ Spring Fling concert in 1997.
#TheGoodOldDays)
The group’s split in 1998 was sad,
ugly and more or less expected by fans;
both Q-Tip and Phife Dawg were at
odds regarding the group’s future, and
all four members felt a final break was
necessary. ATCQ had accomplished
more than pretty much all of its hiphop brethren, bridging the gap between
jazz and hip-hop in a new, innova-

tive manner and releasing a handful of
classic albums in the process. Though
ATCQ hasn’t released new music since
1998, the four members have reunited
multiple times since then, performing
at the hip-hop music festival Rock the
Bells in 2004, 2008 and 2010 and, more
recently, opening for two shows on
Kanye West’s “The Yeezus Tour” in 2013.
According to Q-Tip, the two West concerts in New York were the group’s final
hurrah together.
Fans were inclined to believe him
until this year when ATCQ revealed
its plan to reissue each of its previous albums, starting with “People’s
Instinctive Travels and the Paths of
Rhythm.” The debut album — re-released as the “25th Anniversary Edition”
— hit shelves Nov 13. The four members
of ATCQ performed together on “The
Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon”
(2014 – present) that same evening to
promote the reissue.
“People’s Instinctive Travels and the
Paths of Rhythm – 25th Anniversary
Edition” is the same masterpiece
as the 1990 version (which received
a perfect “five-mic” rating from The
Source magazine), but also features
three bonus remixes by Pharrell, J.
Cole and CeeLo Green. The three

remixes are adequate, especially J.
Cole’s “Can I Kick It (Remix),” but give
little reason to draw the listener away
from the original 14 songs.
“Bonita Applebum” was described
in former Grantland writer and hiphop enthusiast Shea Serrano’s new book
“The Rap Yearbook” (2015) as “the best
rap love song that’s ever been,” and it
very well may be. The track provides a
glossy backdrop and intermittent banjo-y guitar riff over which Q-Tip quietly
courts his beloved.
“I Left My Wallet In El Segundo,”
meanwhile, is a cheeky, straightforward
hip-hop song about leaving one’s wallet in a certain city in Los Angeles
County. “Can I Kick It?” sees ATCQ at
its most laid-back, as Q-Tip and Phife
Dawg glide effortlessly over a mixture of
samples, including, most notably, Lou
Reed’s “Walk on the Wild Side” (1972).
“People’s Instinctive Travels and the
Paths of Rhythm” rarely reveals the
chemistry Q-Tip and Phife Dawg would
later develop behind the mic, nor does
it show the height of their individual
achievements, but there are certainly glimpses of both: the duo’s lateral
comfort on the aforementioned “Can I
see A Tribe Called Quest, page 6

imply put, “Parks and Recreation”
(2009 – 2015) is the best television
show available on Netflix right now.
Nicknamed “Parks and Rec” by its
adoring fans, this sitcom centers on the local
parks department of the fictional Pawneee,
Indiana. Amy Poehler stars as Leslie Knope,
deputy director of the Pawnee Parks
Department. The best part about watching
local government take place in Pawnee is
that everyone in the town thinks it is the
most important aspect of their lives. In season four, Leslie runs against Bobby Newport
(Paul Rudd) — a rich guy with no brains
— for a spot on the city council, and the
two have a heated race that more closely
resembles a presidential race than a small
town election. However, the writers of the
show actually researched local California politics when creating the show, so it is quite
possible that this portrayal is more accurate
than not.
The best part of “Parks and Rec” is not
the politics but the people who work in city
hall. With Leslie as their leader, this motley
crew becomes a family over the course of the
show’s seven seasons with characters such
as Tom Haverford (Aziz Ansari), the entrepreneur; April Ludgate (Aubrey Plaza), the
sullen intern turned employee; Ron Swanson
(Nick Offerman), the government-hating
boss; and many others. What makes this
show so great is that these characters start to
feel like that they are a part on your own life
and family. Their dreams are your dreams,
their failings your failings and their hopes
your hopes. This feeling is amplified by the
multidimensional nature of each character.
Leslie, for example, was portrayed as being a
little ditzy in season one. As the seasons and
episodes went by, Leslie surprised viewers
with how smart and driven she was, as well as
with her emotional involvement and caring
attitude toward all.
Without even seeing the show, you are
probably now wondering, “Is this show actually funny?” Honestly, “Parks and Rec” really
is one of the funniest shows available on
Netflix right now, and its combination of
politics and character-driven plot makes the
show’s numerous episodes a true pleasure to
binge watch. In fact, the characters of “Parks
and Rec” come together in many episodes to
create hilarious plot lines that expand over
months with a specific focus on relationships. The show’s binge-watching appeal is
enhanced by inside jokes and secrets that
lead the audience to believe they are sharing
moments with certain characters and not
with the rest of the government staff. For
example, in one funny recurring plot line,
Ron secretly moonlights as a jazz musician
called Duke Silver. Through my binge-watching, I have found that having an overarching
plot is really important for a show because
it gives the viewer a reason to stay tuned
for the next episode. “Parks and Rec” does
this really well, especially with the previously mentioned race for city council between
Leslie and Bobby. That story is easy to follow
over successive episodes and successful in
getting the viewer to become invested in
every little part of the race.

Maya Blackstone is a junior majoring in
drama and peace and justice studies. She
can be reached at maya.blackstone@
tufts.edu.
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Aziz Ansari’s Netflix series is full of genuine comedy, chemistry
Ansari

continued from page 5
lot of small comedic details that, though
easy to overlook, should be appreciated.
For example, when Dev and Rachel rush
out to their local pharmacy to get the Plan
B pill in an Uber, their driver proceeds to
blast rap music, sensing how uncomfortable the couple seems together.
The second episode is really where
the show takes off. Viewers meet Dev’s
parents, played by Shoukath and Fatima
Ansari, Ansari’s actual parents, as well
as his friend Brian’s dad (Clem Cheung)
— all three of whom are immigrants. In

parallel interactions between Dev and
Brian (Kelvin Yu) and their respective parents, the latter ask for some assistant on
an errand. Both sons say that they are too
busy and are going to see a movie, so they
can’t be of any help, truth is, they could
definitely have.
These scenes cut to flashbacks of
the parents’ upbringings. During a parent-child double date of sorts, Dev
and Brian ask their parents about their
upbringings and how they liked immigrating to the States. When Dev asks
his mother how her first day in America
was, she responds by saying that she sat

on the couch and cried, afraid to answer
the telephone because she feared no one
would understand her accent. Though
the show is meant to be a comedy, it’s
episodes like this that make it more
complex than just a campy, entertaining
show. The comedy tackles thought-provoking topics like the cultural differences and emotional distances that can
arise between immigrant parents and
their first-generation children. “Master
of None” is able to strike a balance
between more involved topics and the
light, comic fare.
Though even this reviewer was excited

for Ansari to get his own show, the real
stars of the show are Dev’s and Brian’s parents. Even though neither of Ansari’s parents had prior acting experience, they are
both hilarious. They, of course, don’t have
the technical acting skills that other actors
and actresses might, but they have the
genuine chemistry with their son that is
impossible to replicate. Everything about
the show is realistic, which is what makes
it refreshing.
So far, there hadn’t been a dull
moment in the first season of “Master of
None.” Hopefully, the rest of the season
will only get better from here.

Re-release gives listeners reason to reconnect with iconic rap group
A Tribe Called Quest

continued from page 5
Kick It?,” Q-Tip’s soothing storytelling
on “Luck of Lucien” and Phife Dawg’s
high-pitched vivaciousness on “Mr.
Muhammed.” The album, and the rest
of ATCQ’s discography, have influenced
artists both young and old, and will
continue to do so for many years to
come.
In a Nov. 16 interview with Billboard,
The Roots drummer, Questlove, talked
about his relationship with ATCQ’s music
and its forward-thinking debut album.
“Tribe was socially conscious without being too self-conscious about it,”
he said. “Q-Tip was telling stories and
drawing characters with a light touch
that went deep, and the samples dug into
the most amazing corners of ’70s music.
Was that a Vaughan Mason & Crew sample on ‘Public Enemy’? Were those jazz
artists like Roy Ayers and Lonnie Smith?
Tribe colored outside the lines of traditional funk and soul samples. [It] made
your parents’ record collection relevant
again. I almost drove out to El Segundo
to leave my wallet there as a tribute.”
“People’s Instinctive Travels and the
Paths of Rhythm” is arguably only A
Tribe Called Quest’s third-best album,
but it’s still a classic in the world of
hip-hop.

Lionel Hahn / ABACAUSA.COM

A Tribe Called Quest arriving at the 54th Annual Grammy Awards, held at the Staples Center in Los Angeles, Calif. on Feb.12, 2012.
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Late Night at the Daily
Mengqi toFOR
David:
“Please
don’t hit on
in China.”
RELEASE
NOVEMBER
17, anyone
2015

Comics

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
Crossword

ACROSS
1 Adjust for daylight
saving time, e.g.
6 Veggies in a sack
11 Sphere in the
night skies
14 The first Mrs.
Trump
15 Plains dwelling
16 “Watch it!”
17 Badminton court
boundary
19 Minn. summer
hours
20 Bambi’s aunt
21 Heart
22 __ one’s nose
into: meddle
23 Trilogy with the
heroine Katniss
Everdeen
28 Ballroom moves
29 Bit of buckshot
30 Captain Picard’s
counselor
33 Eat
34 Imprecise ordinal
36 GameCube, for
one
41 __ Friday’s:
restaurant chain
42 Fuel from a bog
43 Pretty pitcher
44 Youngster
46 Mosque official
49 Vehicles for
James Cagney
53 __ Major: Big
Dipper
54 Double-reed
woodwind
55 Here, in Juárez
57 Bloke’s bathroom
58 It may straddle
neighboring
countries ... and,
in a different way,
what each of four
sets of puzzle
circles graphically
depicts
62 Target of fall shots
63 Snoring cause,
often
64 Disbursed
65 Labor Day mo.
66 Foppish
neckwear
67 Lightens up
DOWN
1 Word from the
bailiff
2 Happening

©2015 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

37 Omar of “House”
38 Bygone
depilatory
39 Set of numbers
next to a contract
signature
40 Round before the
final
45 FedExCup org.
46 “That wore me
out!”
47 “Wuthering
Heights” setting

11/17/15

48 Not at all eager
49 Large bays
50 Bull rider’s venue
51 Roof edges
52 Public spectacle
56 Partner of
sciences
58 Cry from a lamb
59 Black __: spy
doings
60 GOP org.
61 Hoppy brew, for
short

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek

JUMBLE

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

SOGEO
©2015 Tribune Content Agency, LLC
All Rights Reserved.

FARCS
DULHED

VITACE
Answer
here:
Difficulty Level: Understanding how to use pointers in C++

Monday’s
Puzzle
Solved
Monday’s
Solution

3 Comedian
Silverman
4 Ltr. holder
5 Meditative
Chinese
discipline
6 Outboard motor
areas
7 “Moby Dick” ship
co-owner
8 Longtime
newswire org.
9 Bear’s home
10 “Catch my drift?”
11 “You’ve got to be
kidding!”
12 Salvation Army
symbol
13 Memory units
18 Clever move
22 Friend
24 Prepare for
publishing
25 Grand-scale tale
26 Gambling town
near Carson City
27 Small valley
30 Explosive initials
31 Complicated
procedure
32 Course served in
a small crock
33 URL part
35 The Beatles’ “And
I Love __”

Yesterday’s

For more info on our Guest Jumblers go to facebook.com/jumble

SUDOKU

11/17/15

By C.C. Burnikel

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

(Answers tomorrow)
Jumbles: TREND
GRIND
MAYHEM
ACCESS
Answer: How the teenager killed time while the
Internet was down — “DAYSTREAMING”

Monday’s Solution
EMPLOYMENT
Hoping to earn extra $? Local
tufts alum seeking part-time
personal/administrative
assistant. Computer fluency
and high ethical standards a
must. Hours flexible. Please
call Faith at (781) 258-9027 for
details.

Classifieds
EMPLOYMENT

Personal Assistant needed
to organize and help. Basic
computer skills needed good
with organization. Willing to
pay $250 per week interested
person Should contact: loffber887@gmail.com.

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact
cash only. All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $20 per week or $4 per day
with Tufts ID or $30 per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical
errors or misprintings except the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print
any classifieds which contain obscenity, are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or
group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Opinion
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Addressing my anxiety
by Emily Schacter
Yesterday was my 22nd birthday. It also
marked the two-year anniversary of when I
took control of my anxiety. Anxiety disorders
are by no means the same for every person,
but I would like to discuss my specific experience in order to contribute to the destigmatization of mental health issues. I also
want to let anyone who is struggling with
anxiety know that they are not alone. I work
with my anxiety every day and continue to
grow stronger.
Growing up, I recognized that I was more
“nervous” than other kids. As a young child, I
would sob every time my mom left the house.
In middle school, I stopped having sleepovers
at friends’ houses because I became too worried about wanting to leave. In the beginning
of high school, I would throw up every morning because I was so anxious. I grew compulsive about certain practices that, if broken,
would render me nauseated and distraught.
These phases came and went, and sometimes
I would go months feeling free of any sort of
anxiety. But then an event would occur that
would trigger a host of symptoms. For me,
this can include a loss of motivation, nausea
and vomiting, intrusive and recurring compulsive thoughts and a feeling of complete
loss of control. I didn’t have the vocabulary or
information to know why I had these phases.
I saw multiple therapists in high school who
helped me through the seemingly temporary
episodes, and by senior year, I felt equipped
for the future.
My first year at Tufts was incredible, and I
rarely thought about those once so dominating “phases.” I thought that I was in control
of every aspect in my life at school. Entering
sophomore year, I continued to feel this way.
But over a period of a couple months, things
started to fall apart. My once firm grip loosened: I was triggered from past events and
completely overwhelmed with my daily life.
For a week, I couldn’t eat, and when I tried,
I would immediately throw up because my
stomach was in knots. This sudden lack of
physical energy only further deteriorated any
mental energy I possessed. I slept long hours
and dreaded getting out of bed. I had recurring thoughts flooding my mind, and they
drowned me. And then came my birthday,

on Saturday, Nov. 16, 2013. I remember lying
in bed in the afternoon, but at this point,
the constant, pervasive thoughts were strong
enough to keep me awake. After calling my
mom and doctor, I made the decision to go
to the Psychiatric Emergency Room. This was
truly a turning point for me. On the night of
my 20th birthday, two friends sat with me for
several hours in the hospital. I ate my first
real meal in a week that night after taking 1
mg of the prescribed Ativan.
While this may have been the climax of my
journey, it most certainly was not the end of
it. I went home to Newton for three days after
notifying my dean. I took Ativan most mornings, but still could not eat large amounts of
food. At this point, I weighed 10 pounds less
than I had been entering the school year. I
finally made it to winter break, and while that
was a relief, I continued to have extremely
intrusive thoughts that made it difficult to
think about anything but the anxiety. I finally
understood that whatever was happening
was not a momentary phase: something was
wrong, and I was not myself. I felt so isolated
and alone in my anxiety, like no one in the
world had ever felt the way I did or had the
thoughts I was having. That was more scary
and anxiety-provoking than anything else.
Coming back to school in January, I worked
with a psychiatrist at Tufts, along with my
parents, to find a therapist who could help
me, which in my case meant using cognitive
behavioral therapy. I started seeing my current
therapist in February 2014. I learned about
the neurological forces behind anxiety, and
we discussed different types of disorders and
their symptoms, including how many people
in the world face them. Then we started working on strategies to address my specific anxiety. I decided not to start an everyday medication, but I still take the fast-acting, short-lasting Ativan when necessary. I slowly began to
understand my feelings, which helped make
everything less scary. And since then, I’ve seen
my therapist every week, always keeping in
contact when I’m not at school.
My anxiety is not gone, and it never will
be. I’ve thrown up from anxiety since that
November, and I’ve had intrusive, uncontrollable thoughts. I’ve woken up with my heart
racing and not been able to sleep. And I’ve
cried many times out of sheer frustration from

dealing with the irrationality of my thoughts.
Those are the obvious symptoms; my anxiety
manifests itself in all sorts of ways that make
my life more difficult. But at the same time
that I hate my anxiety, I am also incredibly
proud of myself. I have worked hard every
single day in the past two years to fight against
the sometimes overwhelming and frightening
feelings that can encapsulate my life. I am so
much more self-aware than I was before my
20th birthday, and while it is still present, I can
notice it, understand why it’s happening and
use various strategies to alleviate the stress. I
am stronger than ever and continue to grow
every day.
That being said, I want to recognize the
immense privileges I’ve had throughout this
process. First of all, I have an incredible support system. My friends and family had my
back the entire way through and continue to
support me to this day. Moreover, my parents
live 30 minutes away and I can count on them
to check in on me and make sure I’m doing
okay. I also have the economic privileges necessary to pay for my treatment: I can afford
to take time and money every week to go to
therapy off campus. There are many barriers
in the mental health care system, along with
institutional and societal stigmas that prevent
people from receiving help. It would be ignorant and incorrect to assume that everybody
can follow the same path that I did.
I do want to say to anyone experiencing
mental health issues, and specifically anxiety,
that you are not alone, and there are resources. I once felt completely hopeless, like I was
the only person in the universe experiencing
anxiety, and I believed that I would never get
out of such a dark place. I felt embarrassed
and weak because I couldn’t continue on
and “get over” the feeling. By writing this article, not only do I want to reflect on my own
experience, but also I want to assure anyone
reading that you are not alone. Mental health
unfortunately has a stigma attached to it,
which I hope to put in the past. I feel ready to
speak up, and I hope that my voice can contribute to change. Even though it hasn’t been
easy, I know now that I will be okay.
Emily Schacter is a senior majoring in international relations and French. She can
be reached at emily.schacter@tufts.edu.
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by Ty Enos
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Isabella Garces
El Locutorio

Death in black
and white
Trigger warning: This column contains
graphic descriptions of violence.

T

his summer, I saw a woman get
shot. Everyone said it was a man.
I maintain it was a woman. I saw
her and a man struggling, and I
saw her collapse to the floor, followed
by three motorcycles that piled on top of
her minuscule body while the few people there just watched and did nothing.
I am no one to judge. I heard the subsequent gunshots and ran into the closest
restaurant.
People pretended to be awestruck,
hurt, with their hands cradling their
mouths in sad disbelief, but they continued to stand there because their morbidity exceeded what they’d openly avow.
There’s something confounding about
death: we’re scared of it and yet at the
same time we’re oddly drawn to it. It
has so much weight when it graces someone we love. When it befalls those foreign
to our social or family spheres, we shrug it
off as a dismal side effect of life.
There are many blurred lines in our
perspectives on death. Hollywood blankets us in images of bloody flesh as part of
a heroic and enthralling portrayal of the
military or private-combatant complex.
Killing suddenly becomes mindless and
systematized. Death suddenly becomes an
expected outcome. And as it is with everything that is expected, death becomes
normal, familiar. Then comes the daily
news coverage that mourns the dozens of
deaths in a far-off part of the world that
you may have no ties to. The first time you
hear it, it shocks you. The second time
you cringe a bit less. By the tenth time,
the deaths become background noise,
like commercials you could recite in your
sleep, so repeatedly have they assaulted
you. You’ve grown numb to them, desensitized, because it’s all you really ever see.
“But those are movies,” you say, “Or
events that are occurring miles away.
Surely, I would be more emotionally
engaged if they were happening before
me.” Really? I saw a woman get shot. Some
hours later, a two-sentence post in the
newspaper acknowledged her death. The
image of her blood pooling on the concrete plagued my mind for most of the
day. Maybe three days. Barely. Not but four
days in and that image seemed to dissipate from my mind. I think that in other
circumstances, in a life where we weren’t
always bombarded by such a normalized
and routinized vision of death, it would
have affected me more. But it did not. And
so when we say we fear death, we can’t
say we fear death itself. We fear a certain
death, a death that touches upon circumstances we know, people we cherish, times
we live in. When it comes to people we do
not know, we are affected only minimally.
When it comes to people we are taught
to despise, or that our country has led
us to believe are evil-incarnate, we crave
it. Death is not just one black-and-white
concept that we can compartmentalize.
Depending on the circumstances, we perceive it in different ways.
Isabella Garces is a sophmore who has
not yet declared a major. She can be
reached at isabella.garces@tufts.edu.
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SURE,
AT FIRST I WAS A LITTLE TAKEN ABACK
BY THE WHOLE PEEING STANDING UP THING.
BUT I TAUGHT HIM TO THROW A STICK
AND NOW HANGING OUT WITH HIM
IS THE BEST PART OF MY DAY.
— EINSTEIN
adopted 12-09-10
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Tufts to face No. 5 Kenyon College in third round of
NCAA tournament

MEN'S SOCCER

continued from back
The heroes of this game proved to be
the same players who had helped Tufts
rally past Salisbury the day before. In the
84th minute, Tufts earned a corner kick and
senior defender Monil Patel ran to take it. He
sent in a lefty kick into the box, where junior
back Daniel Sullivan was waiting to head the
ball off the left post and into the net to pull
even at 2-2. The goal was Sullivan’s third goal
of his career and second in two days; he had
one goal in 33 previous career games.
“As I was heading to the corner to take
the kick, Dan told me where he wanted me
to play it,” Patel said. “I knew he had an athletic advantage over everyone on the field,
so I knew I just had to play the right ball and
he would get there. Fortunately, he did.”
It did not take long for Tufts to take the
lead. Three minutes later, Brown possessed
and rifled a shot from the left wing into
the upper right-hand corner of the goal.
Becherano had the assist, and Tufts had its
first lead of the half with under five minutes
to play. The only dangerous chance the Red
Hawks had to equalize was Hendrickson’s
shot off of a corner kick that went high
with one minute to play. The Tufts defense
shut the hosts down after Olla’s goal —
Greenwood did not need to make a save
the rest of the game. When the final whistle
blew, Tufts was on to the Sweet 16.
“Gaston found me with a nice pass, and
I was able to create a couple feet of separation with my defender and get a shot off,”
Brown said. “I think it was that crisp New
Jersey air that helped that ball stay under
the crossbar.”
To get to Montclair State, the team first
needed to beat Salisbury University on
Saturday night. This was Tufts’ first time back
on the field since falling to Bowdoin in the
NESCAC tournament, and the game got off
to an inauspicious start for the visitors. In
the eighth minute, Salisbury’s leading scorer,

junior midfielder Leslie Umunna, and senior
midfielder Dennis Runikera, Jr. were able to
break past the Tufts defense for an early goal.
Umunna got a pass across the face of the goal
that Runikera, Jr. put past Greenwood to give
the Seagulls a 1-0 advantage.
The Jumbos remained down a goal until
the 24th minute, when they set up for a corner kick. Pinheiro sent the ball into the box,
where Sullivan tucked it inside the left post
to tie the score 1-1. At halftime, the Jumbos
held the advantage in shots, seven to four,
and was keeping the Seagull offense at bay.
Tufts came out strong in the second
half and applied constant pressure to the
Salisbury defense. Its efforts resulted in a
goal in the 62nd minute, as Brown beat
Salisbury senior keeper DrewStaedeli on the
left side of the post for whatwould prove
to be the game-winning goal.The Jumbos
outshot the Seagulls 16-10 inthe match, but
Greenwood was only taskedwith making
three saves, while Staedelineeded
to
make eight.
“In past years, we havestruggled to
come back after going downa goal, so to do
it twice in one weekend wasi n c re d i b l e,”
Patel said. “We never gave upand kept putting pressure on both teamsdefenses, and
with hard work and a touchof quality, we
were able to get some crucialgoals.”
The Jumbos have nowcome
from
behind in two NCAA tour-nament road
games, with Sullivan andBrown providing the vital goals in similarfashion each
time. The team now entersthe Sweet 16,
where it will face KenyonCollege, who
enter the contest with an18-1-1 overall
record and the No. 5 rankingin the NSCAA
poll. Kenyon won the NorthCoast Athletic
Conference
tournamentin dramatic
fashion over Ohio Wesleyan,who lost in the
second round of the NCAAtournament.
Kenyon defeated Westminster(Penn.) by a
score of 1-0 in the first roundand then beat
the University of Chicago inpenalty kicks.

“We are extremely confident,” Patel said.
“Both teams we have played were tremendous, and the competition will only get
tougher. But the NCAA is a completely new
season and one that we are familiar with.
Anything can happen in a single-game elimination tournament, and we are confident
that we can take on any team in the country.”
Kenyon will host the game, which will
take place on Friday at 11 a.m. The challenges of an away game will not faze the Jumbos,
who seem perfectly comfortable pulling out
road wins in November.
“I think everyone on our team thrives
in the away games,” Brown said. “That’s all
we know as an NCAA team, and we love the
environment. Our families and friends do
an excellent job of supporting us, and the
majority of our away games have felt like we
were right at home.”

Evan Sayles / Tufts Daily Archive

Tufts sophomore midfielder Tyler Kulcsar maintains possession of the ball despite a Bowdoin tail
in a game on Saturday, Oct. 31.

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY

Jumbos impress at regionals, look forward to
national championship berth
by Soven Bery
Staff Writer

Tufts traveled to Conn. College on
Saturday to race for the 2015 NCAA New
England Region Championship. Fiftyfiveteams and 380 runners competed at Harkness Memorial State Park in
Waterford, Conn. Tufts recorded its best
finish since 2007, finishing third behind
Williams and Amherst, who took first and
second, respectively. Williams scored a 67,
Amherst was right behind with a 68, Tufts
finished with an 80 and Wesleyan and MIT
rounded out the top five with scores of 114
and 128, respectively. Both the Ephs and
the Lord Jeffs received automatic berths to
the National Championship meet.
Tufts had to wait until Sunday to hear
whether or not it would receive a bid but
was eventually named as one of just 16
teams with at-large bids to travel to the
NCAA Championship on Saturday, Nov. 21
in Winneconne, Wisc. This will be the sixth
straight showing at Nationals for the team.
“I feel ecstatic about how the team finished,” junior Tim Nichols said. “We were
the closest to Amherst and Williams that
we have been all season, and our team finish was one of the highest that we’ve seen
at the New England Regionals in recent

memory. It was also really special to me
to see everyone on the team make huge
jumps forward in just the past few weeks.”
Junior Luke O’Connor was the top
performer for Tufts. O’Connor ran a
24:43.7 race, which placed him at third
overall behind Williams senior Bijan
Mazaheri (24:42) and Amherst sophomore
Mohamed Hussein (24:39.8). O’Connor’s
finish was the highest that any Tufts male
has placed at the regional race since 2011
when Matt Rand (LA ’13) placed third.
“I was really proud to see my teammate
Luke push the pace up in the front of the
race after mile three,” Nichols said. “He
was really in the mix with the leaders, and
that was really inspiring to see.”
Nichols also made waves with his individual performance, coming in sixth place with
a time of 24:55.1. That performance earned
Nichols an All-New England honor and his
second straight top 10 regionals finish.
“It’s an honor to have such hard working teammates who give it their all for
the program,” first-year Hiroto Watanabe
said. “The seniors are great leaders, and
the team as a whole is a cohesive group of
strong runners.”
Other highlights include performances
by sophomore Ty Enos (25:21.5, 18th overall), senior co-captain Michael Curley

(25:23.3, 20th overall), first-year Christian
Swenson (25:35.7, 33rd overall) and
senior co-captain James Traester (25:48.7,
45th overall).
“Next up is Nationals in Wisconsin,”
Nichols said. “I’m really excited at [our
chances of ] finishing in the top 35 competitors there.”
After Nationals, the team will start the
offseason and begin looking forward to
its 2016 season.
“Next season, I’m just really looking
forward to the team growing closer,”
Nichols said. “[It] has been truly touching
[this year] seeing everyone grow a little bit
at a time and watching friendships appear
within the incoming class and with the
returners, [and] I can’t wait to welcome
the next class to the team.”
In 2016, Nichols and O’Connor, in
addition to other notable sophomore and
junior runners, will return to the squad.
“Next year will be an exciting year with
a lot of talent returning, so I’ll be looking
forward to seeing how we improve in
comparison to this already outstanding
season,” Watanabe said.
The most pertinent task right now for
the Jumbos, however, is to improve on their
strong showing at regionals and impress at
the National Championship this weekend.

Phillip Goldberg
Fantasy Football with Phil

They are the Lions
after all

O

nce again, an important cog
in a high-powered NFL offense
succumbed to injury. This
week, Julian Edelman suffered
a Jones Fracture in his foot and is expected to miss the remainder of the regular
season. Having already lost Dion Lewis
to a torn ACL, the Patriots’ deadly passing
attack is suddenly not quite so dangerous.
Danny Amendola is the obvious fill-in,
but Brandon LaFell should also benefit
from increased targets. Aaron Dobson is
a sneaky pickup, as he is the third option
in the Patriots’ prolific air attack. Rob
Gronkowski is Rob Gronkowski.
It’s hard to diagnose Green Bay’s ills.
Their pass protection was hardly perfect
and the receivers failed to consistently separate, but it feels like more than that. The
Packers have the feel of a team spiraling
in a lost season despite a respectable 6-3
record. Even Aaron Rodgers, the NFL’s leading proponent of “relax,” seems shaken.
The Packers have a tough matchup with
the Vikings next week, but Minnesota is
a division rival and haven’t intercepted
Rodgers since 2012. DaVante Adams saw 21
targets this week and is a near lock to see at
least 10 against the Purple People Eaters.
In dynasty leagues, Jeremy Langford is
the number-one add this week. He sped
past the Rams and posted almost 200 yards
from scrimmage and two touchdowns. If
Forte returns in week 11, Langford will be
reduced to a change-of-pace role, but if
not, he is a solid RB2 even against Denver.
Matt Jones and Alfred Morris are hard
to trust on a week-to-week basis, but this
week they both came through. Morris
dominated carries early but suffered a rib
injury and ceded time to Jones. Neither
back is a recommended play against
the Panthers next week. Following that
matchup, Jones is the better bet to hold
RB3 value for the remainder of the season,
whereas Morris is more of a stash.
For the truly desperate, Dwayne Harris has
overtaken perennial disappointment Reuben
Randle as the Giants’ second wideout. Chris
Givens plays second fiddle to Kamar Aiken
in Baltimore’s receiving corps, but somehow
the Ravens’ depleted pass-catching unit continues to be productive.
With Tyler Eifert set to play on Monday,
the relevant names at tight end this
week include Gronk, Jordan Reed, Gary
Barnidge, Crockett Gillmore, Richard
Rodgers and Greg Olsen. Of the six, Gronk,
Reed, Olsen and Barnidge are obvious
TE1s, while Gillmore and Rodgers are benefiting from game-flow and injuries.
Kirk Cousins played out of his mind
against the hapless Saints. That said, his
TD:INT ratio is still just 14:9, and he can’t
play the Buccaneers and Saints every week.
He has yet to throw multiple touchdowns
against another team and faces the Panthers’
tough secondary in week 11. After that
matchup, his schedule lightens significantly
and Cousins becomes a legitimate QB2.
Derek Carr draws the Lions this week,
and it is never a bad idea to stream a starting-caliber quarterback against the Lions
— they are the Lions, after all. Beating
Green Bay was the high of their season, so,
as per the laws of Detroit football, the low
must now follow.

Phillip Goldberg is a Sports Editor at
The Tufts Daily. He is a sophomore who
has not yet declared a major and can be
reached at phillip.goldberg@tufts.edu.
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MEN'S SOCCER

Sullivan, Brown help Tufts advance to Sweet 16
by Steven Hefter
Sports Editor

On Nov. 9, the Jumbos gathered and
watched the NCAA Div. III tournament
selection show, hoping that their name
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would be called. The selection committee
decided to give Tufts a chance to defend
its national title. Two games later, a pair of
defeated teams probably wish that the committee had thought differently.
Tournament action kicked off this past
weekend with Tufts playing Salisbury
University on Saturday night in Montclair,
N.J. After allowing an early goal, Tufts scored
two unanswered goals and continued its
season with a 2-1 win. The victory earned
Tufts a date with the host, Montclair State,
on Sunday evening. Two goals late in the
game carried the Jumbos into the Sweet 16
in stunning fashion, beating the Red Hawks
3-2. The win marked the eighth straight win
on the road for Tufts in NCAA tournament
play, dating back to last season.
“I think [the comebacks] just show the
maturity in our group,” senior tri-captain
midfielder Connor Brown said. “All the guys
on our team have had the opportunity to

play in big games over the past few seasons,
and we have faith in our style and will stick
to it till the end.”
Unranked Tufts scored first on Sunday
night against the host, No. 4 Montclair State.
In the 27th minute, Tufts scored off a set
piece. Senior midfielder Rui Pinheiro sent
the ball to sophomore back Conor Coleman,
who headed the ball past first-year goalkeeper Mike Saalfrank to give Tufts a 1-0 lead.
Playing against a Montclair State that
was averaging 3.52 goals per game — good
for fifth nationally — Tufts did not get complacent. The Red Hawks’ leading scorer —
junior forward Mike Olla — had numerous
chances in the first half. Tufts’ all-conference goalie, junior Scott Greenwood, held
strong and did not allow a goal on Olla’s
chances. Just as Greenwood was preserving
the lead for Tufts, Saalfrank needed to make
plays of his own to keep his team’s deficit
at only one goal. One of his saves came in
the 36th minute when junior forward and
leading scorer Nathan Majumder sent a ball
into the box. Senior tri-captain midfielder
Jason Kayne was able to get a head on it, but
Saalfrank reacted quickly to prevent a goal.
“Our back line, holding mids and Scotty
have been tremendous all year long,” Brown
said. “Seeing how they handled their business
against some really talented offensive players
in Montclair gave the offense confidence to
go and try to make plays on the other end of
the field. They’ve been our rock all year long.”
Despite the strong half from the Jumbos,
the score at the end of the half was 1-1
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Tufts senior midfielder Jason Kayne races a Bowdoin player for possession of the ball in a
NESCAC quarterfinal match on Saturday, Oct. 31.
after Montclair first-year forward Matt
Hendrickson converted a penalty kick just
inside the left post in the 44th minute.
After halftime, the Red Hawks came out
firing on all cylinders. Olla kept the pressure on the Tufts defense and was rewarded
for his efforts in the 55th minute, beating
Greenwood on a close shot inside the right
post after receiving a ball from Hendrickson
for his fifteenth goal of the season to pull his
team ahead 2-1.
Tufts, however, would soon take control of the game. The team thought it had

scored the equalizer when junior forward
Gaston Becherano knocked a ball into
the goal in the 76th minute. However,
the line judge’s hand was raised, marking Becherano offside and negating the
Jumbo goal. In the 81st minute, Kayne
ripped a ball that sailed just above the
crossbar, denying the Jumbos another
chance at equalizing. This, however, was
the last opportunity that the Jumbos
would miss.
see MEN'S SOCCER, page 11

FIELD HOCKEY

Jumbos defeated in semifinals, show steady improvement over season
by Yuan Jun Chee
Staff Writer

No. 16 Tufts finished its season with
a defeat in the NESCAC semifinals to
arch-rival Middlebury. It seemed like an
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all-too-familiar feeling, as Tufts lost at the
same stage last year in the championship.
Overall, the Jumbos could be reasonably
pleased with their year, finishing with an
11-6 record and 7-3 in the conference. This
was a marginal improvement on last season’s 6-4 record in the conference. Tufts has
also played more aggressively on offensive
this year, taking an average of 17.7 shots
per game — 1.6 more than last year.
Of particular interest was Tufts’ four-game
winning streak at home this year, starting with
a 3-0 victory over Conn. College, followed by
4-2 wins over Trinity and UMass Dartmouth
and finally a 5-0 win over Gordon College.
Tufts narrowly lost 3-2 at Wesleyan, before
returning to its winning ways by dismantling
Hamilton in front of isown fans, and winning
again 1-0 at Amherst. Another particularly
memorable one-sided victory included a 5-0
win at Bates.
The double-header weekend wins at
Hamilton and Amherst were noteworthy for more than one reason, as team
members, at the time, were recovering psychologically from their defeat at
Wesleyan as well as battling with their
physical health.

“This was the weekend when half of
our team was sick with the stomach flu,
and because of this we had to move the
Amherst game to that Monday,” senior
tri-captain midfielder Rachel Terveer said.
“Pushing through and winning both of
these big conference games, while ignoring the outside distractions that we could
not control, was a major success.”
Tufts’ performance against Bowdoin,
despite its defeat, could be a sign of better
times ahead for the team. Although the
Jumbos ended up losing to the top-seed
in the division, a 4-3 defeat at home was
definitely a marked improvement from
their 4-0 defeat last year.
“The Bowdoin game was a very exciting
game for us as we knew we had the skill
and determination for it to be an exciting game,” senior forward Hannah Park
said. “Playing in torrential rainfall was
an obstacle, but we chipped away each
minute of the game, hustling to every
ball, having our sticks down on defense
and communicating with each other. It
was one of the times this season where
we believed in the system and [in] each
other.”
However, the Jumbos were eventually disappointed, as they were unable to
avenge their regular season defeat against
Middlebury, and fell in the semifinals of
the NESCAC tournament.
“I think our regular season game versus Bowdoin highlighted how good we
were as a team, as at one point in the
game we were beating the No. 1 team in
the country, but in the end we weren’t
able to finish, and I think that was kind of
the story of our season,” junior tri-captain forward Dominique Zarrella said.
“When we played Middlebury both in the

Zarrella, who will return next season as
regular season and the post season, we
dominated a lot of the play but could not a senior, laid down the goals for the team
capitalize on scoring opportunities that next year.
“Looking forward to next season, I
were given to us and unfortunately that
know that we have the talent and skill to
led to our downfall.”
This was not an easy season for the do very well, just as we did this season and
team, but the players responded well to last season,” she said. “I think it’ll come
unforeseen challenges throughout the fall. down to our mental toughness and deter“We really responded to narrow defeats mination to be able to win tough games
or other challenges or obstacles by really and make it further into postseason play.
focusing on simple day-to-day progress,” I think we know that we have some work
Terveer said. “Taking practices and games to do over the offseason, but there is no
one day at a time really helped us all doubt in my mind that every payer is willstay composed, focused and prepared, ing to put in the work now to succeed in
[for example,] coming back from being the future. There’s nothing I’d love more
down one or two goals. Comeback wins than to win NESCACs my senior year.”
require a full team
effort and really
motivate us for the
next game.”
Zarrella agreed
and reflected on
the special comeback victory against
Trinity in their fourgame winning run.
“Our
game
against Trinity in
the regular season
also was one of my
favorites mostly
because we were
down 2-1 but came
back to win 4-2,”
Zarrella said. “I
always love it when
we come back as a
team and end up
winning because I
think it shows a lot
Evan Sayles / Tufts Daily Archive
of heart and deter- Tufts sophomore midfielder Celia Lewis keeps possession of the ball
mination.”
from a Trinity player in a postseason game on Saturday, Oct. 31.

